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Abstract
Accurate prediction of pedestrian and bicyclist paths is
integral to the development of reliable autonomous vehicles
in dense urban environments. The interactions between vehicle and pedestrian or bicyclist have a significant impact
on the trajectories of traffic participants e.g. stopping or
turning to avoid collisions. Although recent datasets and trajectory prediction approaches have fostered the development
of autonomous vehicles yet the amount of vehicle-pedestrian
(bicyclist) interactions modeled are sparse. In this work, we
propose Euro-PVI, a dataset of pedestrian and bicyclist trajectories. In particular, our dataset caters more diverse and
complex interactions in dense urban scenarios compared to
the existing datasets. To address the challenges in predicting future trajectories with dense interactions, we develop a
joint inference model that learns an expressive multi-modal
shared latent space across agents in the urban scene. This
enables our Joint-β-cVAE approach to better model the distribution of future trajectories. We achieve state of the art
results on the nuScenes and Euro-PVI datasets demonstrating the importance of capturing interactions between egovehicle and pedestrians (bicyclists) for accurate predictions.

1. Introduction
Notwithstanding recent progress in the development of
reliable self-driving vehicles, dense inner city environments
remain challenging. One of the key components for the
success of self-driving vehicles in dense urban environments
is anticipation [4, 22]. Anticipating the motion of traffic
participants in dense urban environments is made especially
challenging due to the effect of interactions between different
agents. For example, a pedestrian might turn onto the road to
avoid an obstacle on the sidewalk which requires the vehicle
to stop (Fig. 1c). Alternately, a pedestrian attempting to
cross the road ahead of the ego-vehicle might continue or
stop depending upon the distance and velocity of the vehicle

(a) Pedestrian speeds to avoid vehicle.

(b) Pedestrians yield to the vehicle.

(c) Vehicle slows to avoid pedestrian.

(d) Vehicle yields to the bicyclists.

Figure 1. Examples of interactions between the ego-vehicle and
pedestrians (bicyclists) in Euro-PVI.

(c.f . Fig. 2). Thus, interactions add significant complexity
to the distribution of the likely future trajectories which is
highly multi-modal.
Recently, datasets like nuScenes [6], Argoverse [8], or
Lyft L5 [18] have greatly aided the development of trajectory
prediction methods. However, these datasets are primarily
focused on trajectories of vehicles and vehicle-vehicle interactions – collected to a large extent on multi-lane roads
in North America or Asia, with sparse interactions between
the ego-vehicle and pedestrians or bicyclists (e.g. Figure
4 in [18]). Therefore, they do not represent trajectories in
dense urban environments well where interactions between
the trajectories of agents are prominent. Such scenarios are
particularly common in inner-city environments in Europe.
In this work, we propose the new European Pedestrian
Vehicle Interaction (Euro-PVI) dataset 1 which is collected
in a dense urban environment in Brussels and Leuven, Belgium. The Euro-PVI dataset contains a rich and diverse
set of interactions between the ego-vehicle and pedestrians
(bicyclists). Sequences are recorded near busy urban landmarks e.g. railway stations, narrow lanes or intersections
(c.f . Figs. 1 to 3) where interactions are frequent and it is
1 The
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dataset is available at www.europvi.mpi-inf.mpg.de

therefore challenging to predict pedestrian (bicyclist) paths.
Further, in spite of the recent progress in trajectory prediction methods, accurately capturing the multi-modal distribution of future trajectories e.g. in dense urban environments
remains challenging. Current state of the art [3, 28, 37] generative models for trajectory prediction encode interactions
directly in the posterior. Thus, the latent space does not
express interaction information from the input distribution
which limits the accuracy of the generated future trajectories.
To address this limitation, we develop a latent variable deep
generative model which jointly models the distribution of
future trajectories of the agents in the scene. Our Joint-βConditional Variational Autoencoder (Joint-β-cVAE) models
a “shared” latent space between agents, to better capture the
effect of interactions in the latent space and accurately represent the multi-modal distribution of trajectories.
Our contributions are, 1. We propose Euro-PVI, a novel
dataset of pedestrian and bicyclist trajectories recorded in
Europe with dense interactions with the ego-vehicle. 2. Our
dataset facilitates research on dense interactions as we show
that – in contrast to prior datasets – there is a pronounced
performance gap between methods that model vehicle-pedestrian-interaction vs not. 3. To this end, we develop a latent
generative model – Joint-β-cVAE – that models a shared
latent space to better capture the effect of interactions on
the multi-modal distribution of future trajectories. 4. Finally,
we demonstrate state of the art performance on pedestrian
(bicyclist) trajectory prediction on nuScenes and Euro-PVI.

2. Related Work
“On-board” Trajectory Prediction Datasets. Datasets
like ETH/UCY [23] and Stanford Drone [32] are among the
first datasets in the field of pedestrian trajectory prediction.
However, they are recorded using a birds eye view camera
or drone. In order to aid the development of autonomous
driving capabilities, recent datasets have moved to a more
realistic “on-board” setting – recorded from a (ego-)vehicle.
The popular “on-board” datasets: nuScenes [6], Argoverse
[8] and Lyft L5 [18] focus primarily on trajectories of nearby
vehicles. nuScenes [6] and Argoverse [8] do not include
annotated pedestrian (bicyclist) trajectories in their test set.
Although Lyft L5 [18] includes pedestrian and bicyclist trajectories in the test set they are relatively rare (5.91% and
1.62% of all trajectories) as the chosen route does not include
significant portions of dense urban environments. Moreover,
in comparison to nuScenes [6] and Argoverse [8], Lyft L5
[18] has lower diversity in terms of locations as it recorded
only along a fixed route (∼ 6km) in Palo Alto, California.
Additionally, Lyft L5 [18] does not provide images from
cameras and lidar point clouds, which are sources of rich
contextual information. In contrast, PIE [33], TITAN [27]
and TRAF [7] focus primarily on pedestrians (bicyclists).
However, the trajectories are recorded as sequences of 2D

bounding boxes in the image plane and are not localized
in the 3D world. The ApolloScapes [26] dataset does not
include the trajectory of the ego-vehicle or contextual information e.g. images from cameras or lidar point clouds.
Finally, note that these datasets are recorded either in North
America or Asia and no large scale trajectory datasets are
available for Europe. Euro-PVI is the first large scale dataset
recorded in Europe dedicated to the task of trajectory prediction and unlike the existing datasets focuses on interactions
between the ego-vehicle and pedestrian (bicyclist).
Methods for Trajectory Prediction. Approaches which
recognize the importance of interactions for the task of trajectory prediction date back to the Social Forces approach
[16]. More recently Social-LSTM [1] proposes a social pooling mechanism to capture interactions. The social pooling
mechanism has been extended in [10] for efficiency. Alternately, TrafficPredict [26] uses an instance layer to embed a
spatio-temporal graph of interactions. MATF [45] uses a tensor fusion scheme to capture interactions while retaining the
spatial structure of the scene. TraPHic [7] proposes weighted
interactions. Car-Net [36] uses an attention scheme to integrate visual cues with interactions. Joint prediction of trajectories and activities is performed in [24]. Social-STGCNN
[30] models the prediction scene as a graph and uses graph
convolutions to capture interactions. Spatio-temporal graph
transformer networks are used in [43]. A planning informed
method is developed in [39]. However, these works largely
assume a uni-modal future or a future conditioned using a set
of possible maneuvers and cannot fully capture multi-modal
distributions e.g. trajectories in dense urban environments.
Therefore, recent work has focused on the development of
generative approaches to capture multi-modal distributions
of trajectories, primarily using conditional GAN [29], conditional Normalizing flows [11] or conditional VAE [38] based
models. Social-GAN [15] proposes to use social pooling in
a conditional GAN setup to capture the effect of social interactions in the distribution of future pedestrian trajectories.
Sophie [35] uses an attention mechanism in a conditional
GAN setup to capture the effect of interactions. Graph attention networks are employed by [21] in a conditional GAN
setup. Normalizing flows are combined with a context attention mechanism in [31] to improve expressiveness in the
latent space. HBA-Flow [5] improves trajectory prediction
with a Haar-wavelet based decomposition. DESIRE [22]
uses a RNN refinement module over the plain cVAE setup.
Predictions that “personalize” to agent behaviour are proposed in [12]. The standard cVAE objective is improved
in [4] for better match between the predicted and true distributions. A social graph network is used to condition a
cVAE in [44]. It is shown in [28] that conditioning the cVAE
additionally on the goal state can significantly improve accuracy. Finally, Trajectron++ [37] uses a pooled scene graph
in a cVAE framework to capture interactions. The resulting
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Bicyclist: Signals and turns left. Ego-vehicle: Slows down to avoid bicyclist.
Figure 2. Examples of interactions in Euro-PVI. Spikes in the magnitude (L2 norm) of acceleration resulting from interactions are marked.

approach leads to state of the art pedestrian trajectory prediction both in the ETH/UCY datasets and in the “on-board”
setting of nuScenes. Although cVAE based methods achieve
state of the art performance, the latent space in the above
mentioned works does not encode the effect of interactions.
This makes it challenging to accurately capture the trajectory distribution e.g. in dense urban environments where
these interactions have a significant effect. In this work, we
propose to use a shared latent space across agents to better
capture the effect of interactions to generate accurate future
trajectories.

3. The Euro-PVI Dataset
In this section, we introduce our Euro-PVI dataset to advance the task of “on-board” trajectory prediction especially
in dense urban environments. The dataset focuses on the
role of the ego-vehicle - pedestrian (bicyclist) interactions
present in a scene to predict the future trajectories in dense
urban environments. We first concretely define an “interaction”, which guides our data collection process and helps
us select relevant sequences. Next, we provide details of
the sensor setup and the data collection process. We then
compare Euro-PVI to the existing datasets with respect to the
density of interactions and provide detailed dataset statistics.
Interactions. We define an interaction between the egovehicle and a traffic participant (e.g. pedestrian or bicyclist)
as an event where the presence of either (or both) the egovehicle or the traffic participant causes a change in velocity
(change of speed/direction of motion i.e. acceleration) of
the other. Examples of interactions include, 1. The ego-vehicle yielding to a pedestrian at a crosswalk (Fig. 2 top).

2. Non-verbal communication causes the ego-vehicle to slow
down, as to avoid a bicycle which wants to turn (Fig. 2
bottom). We aim to record sequences which contain dense
interactions between the ego-vehicle and vulnerable traffic
participants, in particular, pedestrians and bicyclists.
Drive Planning and Scene Selection. Euro-PVI is recorded
in the dense urban scene of Brussels and Leuven, Belgium.
The ego-vehicle is equipped with a 360◦ lidar, a positioning system and a set of front-facing synchronized cameras
(see supplemental material). The ego-vehicle is crewed by
a pilot and a co-pilot. The pilot is instructed to drive freely
over a predetermined area and to re-visit locations at times
when dense concentration of pedestrians (bicyclists) is to
be expected, such as transport hubs during peak hour. The
duration of the driving sessions were up to 8 hours per day,
over the course of two weeks. The co-pilot is tasked with
identifying interactions and tagging the event. In the case
of changes in trajectory or velocity of the ego-vehicle, the
co-pilot asks the pilot for confirmation. The pilot is also
instructed to spontaneously indicate that an interaction has
happened. In Fig. 3 we show the geographical distributions
of the trajectories in two example locations. We see that
there is a high density of trajectories located around busy
urban landmarks e.g. the railway station. We also show that
interactions are not confined to road intersections with crosswalks where pedestrian (bicyclist) trajectories are simpler to
predict, but also occur at locations without crosswalks (i.e.
without designated crossing areas for pedestrians/bicyclists)
where trajectories are more challenging to predict.
Interactions in Urban Environments. We now compare
Euro-PVI to existing datasets for trajectory prediction with
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(bicyclists) and the ego-vehicle experience the maximum
acceleration close to the point of closest approach. This is
again strongly indicative of dense interactions in Euro-PVI.
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Figure 3. Examples of aggregated spatial distribution of trajectories of pedestrians and cyclists around intersections and urban
landmarks.
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Figure 4. Left: Cumulative distribution sorted by distance to
the ego-vehicle. Close proximity of the ego-vehicle and pedestrians(bicyclists) in Euro-PVI indicate dense traffic scenarios where
interactions are likely. Right: Maximum acceleration sorted by
distance to the ego-vehicle. High acceleration in close proximity of
the ego-vehicle and pedestrians(bicyclists) indicate high likelihood
of interactions.

respect to the density of interactions, in particular to the two
largest datasets – nuScenes [6] and Lyft L5 [18]. First, we
compare the distances between the ego-vehicle and pedestrians (bicyclists) in the scene. Short distances are indicative
of closely packed urban environments where interactions frequently occur. In Fig. 4 (left), we show the closest approach
(proximity) of a pedestrian or bicyclist to the ego-vehicle.
We see that in the nuScenes and Lyft L5 datasets, the majority of the pedestrians (bicyclists) do not approach the
ego-vehicle closer than ∼ 20 meters. Such large distances
between the pedestrians (bicyclists) and the ego-vehicle,
more than 4 typical car lengths, decreases the likelihood of
interactions. In contrast, in Euro-PVI the majority of the
pedestrians (bicyclists) approach the ego-vehicle is as close
as ∼ 8 meters. Such short distances between the ego-vehicle
and pedestrians (bicyclists) are indicative of the densely
packed urban environment in which Euro-PVI is recorded
with increases the likelihood of interactions.
However, close proximity only increases the likelihood
of interactions, but does not necessarily lead to interactions.
Note that by definition, interactions lead to a change in velocity i.e. acceleration. Therefore, in Fig. 4 (right) we plot
the maximum acceleration experienced by the pedestrian
(bicyclist) and ego-vehicle with increasing distance to the
ego-vehicle and a pedestrian (bicyclist) respectively. In case
of nuScenes and Lyft L5 we do not see a strong dependence on distance. In contrast, in Euro-PVI both pedestrians

Qualitative Examples of Interactions. We provide example interactions in Euro-PVI along with the resultant acceleration of the involved agents in Fig. 2, e.g. top row: the pedestrian first slows down due to the approaching ego-vehicle
and at the same time, the ego-vehicle sees the pedestrian and
yields. This is visible as a spike in the velocity and acceleration plots. Similar spikes in acceleration can be observed due
to interactions in the other examples in Fig. 2. We provide
additional examples in the supplemental material.
Additional Statistics. We report dataset statistics and available labels of Euro-PVI in Table 1. In addition to the annotated pedestrian (bicyclist) trajectories, Euro-PVI contains
83k camera images and the corresponding lidar point clouds
along with synchronized IMU data. In terms of size EuroPVI is competitive with nuScenes [6] and ApolloSpaces [26]
and while Lyft L5 [18] is significantly larger, it does not provide labels e.g. camera images or lidar point clouds. Furthermore, Euro-PVI surpasses the the largest autonomous driving datasets collected in Europe i.e. CityScapes [9], KITTI
[13], KITTI-360 [42] and A2D2 [14] in terms of number of
instances of pedestrian (bicyclist) trajectories. CityScapes
[9] and A2D2 [14], do not provide annotated 3D pedestrian
or bicycle trajectories. KITTI [13] and KITTI-360 [42] contains mostly linear motion with sparse interactions and thus
commonly not used for trajectory prediction [26, 34]. In fact,
Euro-PVI is the first large scale dataset with dense interactions (Fig. 4) dedicated to trajectory prediction in Europe, to
the best of our knowledge.

4. Joint-β-cVAE: A Joint Trajectory Model for
Dense Urban Environments
Following the observations in Section 3, we find that
vehicle-pedestrian (bicyclist) interactions are crucial to the
task of future trajectory prediction in dense urban scenarios. In particular, inherent multi-modality of the distribution
of future trajectories and the effect of interactions on this
complex distribution, make accurately predicting the future
trajectories in dense urban environments challenging.
Specifically, given a scene with n agents e.g. vehicles,
pedestrians or bicyclists in a dense urban environment and
the past observations xi ∈ X for each agent i, we model
the future trajectories yi ∈ Y for each agent i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
in the scene. Here the past observations xi include the past
trajectories and the past context corresponding to the past
trajectory sequence. Prior work [3, 4, 28, 37] models the
conditional distribution pθ (yi |X) parameterized by θ of the
future trajectories yi using the latent variables zi in the
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Trajectory Instances
Dataset
nuScenes [6]
ApolloScapes [26]
Lyft L5 [18]
CityScapes [9]
KITTI [13]
KITTI-360 [42]
A2D2 [14]
Euro-PVI (Ours)

Labels

Location

Scenes

Length (hrs)

Pedestrians

Bicyclists

Front Camera

Lidar

Seg. Maps

IMU

North Am. & Asia
Asia
North Am.

1000
54
170×10 3

5.5
1.7
1118

9142
3065
605×10 3

550
1827 *
77×10 3

X
x
x

X
x
x

X
x
x

X
x
X

Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe

5000
71
9
23
1077

2.5
1.5
2.2
0.9
2.2

0
380
262
260
6177

0
150
82
248
1581

X
X
X
X
X

x
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

Table 1. Comparison of dataset statistics. (Seg. Maps – semantic and/or instance segmentation, * includes motorbikes.)

standard conditional VAE formulation [17, 20, 38],
Z
pθ (yi |X) = pθ (yi |zi , X) pθ (zi |xi ) dzi .

(1)

Here, the distribution pθ (zi |xi ) assumes conditional independence of the latent variables {z1 , . . . , zn } ∈ Z given the
past observation xi of each agent. This assumption essentially ignores the motion patterns of interacting agents i.e. the
ego-vehicle and other pedestrians (bicyclists) in the scene,
which in real world dense urban scenarios is critical for the
accurate prediction of future trajectories. The formulation in
Eq. (1) therefore limits the amount of interactions between
the agents that can be encoded in the latent space. Since, the
latent variables zi are crucial for capturing diverse futures in
such conditional models, it is important to express the effect
of interactions in the latent space.
We now introduce our Joint-β-cVAE approach which
aims to accurately capture the effect of interactions in the
latent space for trajectory prediction in dense urban environments. Our proposed Joint-β-cVAE model, in contrast to
prior conditional VAE based models [3, 4, 28, 37] encodes
the joint distribution of the latent variables across all agents
in the scene. This allows our Joint-β-cVAE model to encode
the dependence of the future trajectory distribution on interacting agents in the latent space, leading to more accurate
modeling of the multi-modal future trajectory distribution.
Formulation. Our Joint-β-cVAE in Fig. 5 models the joint
distribution of future trajectories Y across all n agents, using
the latent variables zi ∈ Z,
Z
pθ (Y|X) = pθ (Y, Z|X) dZ
=
=

Z Y
n

pθ (yi , zi |Z<i , Y<i , X) dZ

Z

pθ (yi |Z≤i , Y<i , X)pθ (zi |Z<i , Y<i , X) dZ

i
n
Y

(2)

i

where pθ (Y, Z|X) is the joint distribution of the future trajectories and the latent variables for all agents. In the second step, without loss of generality, we auto-regressively

factorize the joint distribution over the n agents, where
Z≤i , Y<i denotes the latent variables and trajectories for
agents {1, . . . , i − 1}. Note that, the factorization is agnostic to the choice of ordering of the agents. In contrast
to Eq. (1), the prior distribution of the latent variables in
Eq. (2) exhibits joint modeling of the latent variables zi , i.e.
pθ (zi |Z<i , Y<i , X).
We maximize the log-likelihood of the data under the
model in Eq. (2) with variational inference using a joint
variational posterior distribution qφ (Z|X, Y).
The Joint Posterior. To encode rich latent spaces shared between the n agents which capture the effect of interactions in
dense urban environments, we propose a joint posterior over
all n agents in the scene, which auto-regressively factorizes,
qφ (Z|X, Y) = qφ (z1 |X, Y) · · · qφ (zn |Z<n , X, Y). (3)
The conditional distributions qφ (zi |Z<i , X, Y) corresponding to agent i are normal distributions whose mean
and variances are functions of Z<i , X and Y. Intuitively,
given the past trajectories of the agents {1, . . . , n} and the
joint latent posterior distribution over the interacting agents
{1, . . . , i}, the latent posterior distribution corresponding
to agent i encoding its interactions can be inferred conditioned on the latent information of the interacting agents
{1, . . . , i − 1}. We use an attention mechanism inspired by
[2], to model the dependence of the distribution of zi on Z<i
and {X, Y}. The attention weights on zj and {xj , yj }, for
j 6= i, is additionally conditioned on the past observation
and location of the agents (Fig. 5) – which allows to attend
to agents j interacting with agent i.
In contrast, prior work [3, 4, 28, 37] employ conditionally
independent posteriors qφ (zi |xi , yi ) across agents in a scene
– encoding limited interactions in the latent space.
The Joint Prior.
The prior term in Eq. (2),
pθ (zi |Z<i , Y<i , X), encodes the effect of interactions on
the latent space of agent i through the dependence on Z<i , X.
In practice, we find that a simpler joint prior,
pθ (Z|X) = pθ (z1 |X) · · · pθ (zn |Z<n , X)
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<latexit

sha1_base64="+0t37tL1qOI7/x/05z7i2ItjPsQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit

xi : Past Observation

yi : Future Trajectory
sha1_base64="+0t37tL1qOI7/x/05z7i2ItjPsQ=">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</latexit>

xn
<latexit

sha1_base64="0TwU/RUMUYOkYUoqRUftRLZ12JQ=">AAACBHicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY+5LIaAp7AbBT0GVPAYwTwgWcLspDcZMvtgpleMSw5e/BUvHhTx6kd482+cbPagiQUNNVXdTHe5keAKLevbyK2srq1v5DcLW9s7u3vF/YOWCmPJoMlCEcqOSxUIHkATOQroRBKo7wpou+OLmd++A6l4GNziJALHp8OAe5xR1FK/WOoh3GNyCSwcgJxW0qfrJQ/TvnbLVtVKYS4TOyNlkqHRL371BiGLfQiQCapU17YidBIqkTMB00IvVhBRNqZD6GoaUB+Uk6RHTM2KVgamF0pdAZqp+nsiob5SE9/VnT7FkVr0ZuJ/XjdG79xJeBDFCAGbf+TFwsTQnCViDrgEhmKiCWWS611NNqKSMtS5FXQI9uLJy6RVq9on1drNabl+lcWRJyVyRI6JTc5InVyTBmkSRh7JM3klb8aT8WK8Gx/z1pyRzRySPzA+fwDToZjc</latexit>

Encoder
<latexit

sha1_base64="4MuXagAi3GsvJJZsHqvcmhyESes=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV9Fjw4s0K9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7E7GG/g0vHhTx6p/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfzsrq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhsmjjVHBo8lrFuB8yAFAoaKFBCO9HAokBCKxhdT/3WA2gjYnWP4wT8iA2UCAVnaKVuF+ERgzB7mvRUr1R2K+4MdJl4OSmTHPVe6avbj3kagUIumTEdz03Qz5hGwSVMit3UQML4iA2gY6liERg/m908oadW6dMw1rYU0pn6eyJjkTHjKLCdEcOhWfSm4n9eJ8Xwys+ESlIExeeLwlRSjOk0ANoXGjjKsSWMa2FvpXzINONoYyraELzFl5dJs1rxzivVu4ty7TaPo0COyQk5Ix65JDVyQ+qkQThJyDN5JW9O6rw4787HvHXFyWeOyB84nz+445Ir</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="9pGPaDabNijkWLtd2pluvCo4p5o=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRV0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2sxt2J0Ip/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemApu0PO+ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqGZVpyppUCaU7ITFMcMmayFGwTqoZSULB2uHodua3n5g2XMkHHKcsSMhA8phTglZq9Wik0PTLFa/qzeGuEj8nFcjR6Je/epGiWcIkUkGM6fpeisGEaORUsGmplxmWEjoiA9a1VJKEmWAyv3bqnlklcmOlbUl05+rviQlJjBknoe1MCA7NsjcT//O6GcbXwYTLNEMm6WJRnAkXlTt73Y24ZhTF2BJCNbe3unRINKFoAyrZEPzll1dJq1b1L6q1+8tK/SaPowgncArn4MMV1OEOGtAECo/wDK/w5ijnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/AK+ljzM=</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="9pGPaDabNijkWLtd2pluvCo4p5o=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRV0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2sxt2J0Ip/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemApu0PO+ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqGZVpyppUCaU7ITFMcMmayFGwTqoZSULB2uHodua3n5g2XMkHHKcsSMhA8phTglZq9Wik0PTLFa/qzeGuEj8nFcjR6Je/epGiWcIkUkGM6fpeisGEaORUsGmplxmWEjoiA9a1VJKEmWAyv3bqnlklcmOlbUl05+rviQlJjBknoe1MCA7NsjcT//O6GcbXwYTLNEMm6WJRnAkXlTt73Y24ZhTF2BJCNbe3unRINKFoAyrZEPzll1dJq1b1L6q1+8tK/SaPowgncArn4MMV1OEOGtAECo/wDK/w5ijnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/AK+ljzM=</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="FdRrHzHNz9U6rff9KgS/pbPmZg8=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrepGcDNYCq5KUgVdVt24rGAv0JYymU7aoZNJmDkRa4gbX8WNC0Xc+hbufBunaRbaemDg4//P4cz53VBwDbb9beWWlldW1/LrhY3Nre2d4u5eUweRoqxBAxGotks0E1yyBnAQrB0qRnxXsJY7vpr6rTumNA/kLUxC1vPJUHKPUwJG6hcPusDuIb4AkEk5ZdeLH5K+sUp2xU4LL4KTQQllVe8Xv7qDgEY+k0AF0brj2CH0YqKAU8GSQjfSLCR0TIasY1ASn+lenF6Q4LJRBtgLlHkScKr+noiJr/XEd02nT2Ck572p+J/XicA778VchhEwSWeLvEhgCPA0DjzgilEQEwOEKm7+iumIKELBhFYwITjzJy9Cs1pxTirVm9NS7TKLI48O0RE6Rg46QzV0jeqogSh6RM/oFb1ZT9aL9W59zFpzVjazj/6U9fkDkwmXnA==</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="TTETAGKaKxlubA/m2Zq7l8IzYTs=">AAACBHicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS3THIaAVbiLgpYBCVhGMB+QhLC3mUuW7O0du3NiPFLY+FdsLBSx9UfY+W/cJFdo4oOBt+/NsDPPiwTX6DjfVmZtfWNzK7ud29nd2z/IHx41dRgrBg0WilC1PapBcAkN5CigHSmggSeg5Y2vZn7rDpTmobzFSQS9gA4l9zmjaKR+vtBFuMekJlk4ADUtzZ+enzxM+8YtOmVnDnuVuCkpkhT1fv6rOwhZHIBEJqjWHdeJsJdQhZwJmOa6sYaIsjEdQsdQSQPQvWR+xNQuGWVg+6EyJdGeq78nEhpoPQk80xlQHOllbyb+53Vi9C97CZdRjCDZ4iM/FjaG9iwRe8AVMBQTQyhT3OxqsxFVlKHJLWdCcJdPXiXNStk9K1duzovVWhpHlhTICTklLrkgVXJN6qRBGHkkz+SVvFlP1ov1bn0sWjNWOnNM/sD6/AHjiJjm</latexit>

<latexit

yn
y2

sha1_base64="FdRrHzHNz9U6rff9KgS/pbPmZg8=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrepGcDNYCq5KUgVdVt24rGAv0JYymU7aoZNJmDkRa4gbX8WNC0Xc+hbufBunaRbaemDg4//P4cz53VBwDbb9beWWlldW1/LrhY3Nre2d4u5eUweRoqxBAxGotks0E1yyBnAQrB0qRnxXsJY7vpr6rTumNA/kLUxC1vPJUHKPUwJG6hcPusDuIb4AkEk5ZdeLH5K+sUp2xU4LL4KTQQllVe8Xv7qDgEY+k0AF0brj2CH0YqKAU8GSQjfSLCR0TIasY1ASn+lenF6Q4LJRBtgLlHkScKr+noiJr/XEd02nT2Ck572p+J/XicA778VchhEwSWeLvEhgCPA0DjzgilEQEwOEKm7+iumIKELBhFYwITjzJy9Cs1pxTirVm9NS7TKLI48O0RE6Rg46QzV0jeqogSh6RM/oFb1ZT9aL9W59zFpzVjazj/6U9fkDkwmXnA==</latexit>

Attn
<latexit

sha1_base64="FdRrHzHNz9U6rff9KgS/pbPmZg8=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrepGcDNYCq5KUgVdVt24rGAv0JYymU7aoZNJmDkRa4gbX8WNC0Xc+hbufBunaRbaemDg4//P4cz53VBwDbb9beWWlldW1/LrhY3Nre2d4u5eUweRoqxBAxGotks0E1yyBnAQrB0qRnxXsJY7vpr6rTumNA/kLUxC1vPJUHKPUwJG6hcPusDuIb4AkEk5ZdeLH5K+sUp2xU4LL4KTQQllVe8Xv7qDgEY+k0AF0brj2CH0YqKAU8GSQjfSLCR0TIasY1ASn+lenF6Q4LJRBtgLlHkScKr+noiJr/XEd02nT2Ck572p+J/XicA778VchhEwSWeLvEhgCPA0DjzgilEQEwOEKm7+iumIKELBhFYwITjzJy9Cs1pxTirVm9NS7TKLI48O0RE6Rg46QzV0jeqogSh6RM/oFb1ZT9aL9W59zFpzVjazj/6U9fkDkwmXnA==</latexit>

<latexit

zi · · · zn
Decoder

sha1_base64="I/dllAVKdwLCvwIbaP76cLITE98=">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</latexit>

Decoder
<latexit

sha1_base64="0TwU/RUMUYOkYUoqRUftRLZ12JQ=">AAACBHicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY+5LIaAp7AbBT0GVPAYwTwgWcLspDcZMvtgpleMSw5e/BUvHhTx6kd482+cbPagiQUNNVXdTHe5keAKLevbyK2srq1v5DcLW9s7u3vF/YOWCmPJoMlCEcqOSxUIHkATOQroRBKo7wpou+OLmd++A6l4GNziJALHp8OAe5xR1FK/WOoh3GNyCSwcgJxW0qfrJQ/TvnbLVtVKYS4TOyNlkqHRL371BiGLfQiQCapU17YidBIqkTMB00IvVhBRNqZD6GoaUB+Uk6RHTM2KVgamF0pdAZqp+nsiob5SE9/VnT7FkVr0ZuJ/XjdG79xJeBDFCAGbf+TFwsTQnCViDrgEhmKiCWWS611NNqKSMtS5FXQI9uLJy6RVq9on1drNabl+lcWRJyVyRI6JTc5InVyTBmkSRh7JM3klb8aT8WK8Gx/z1pyRzRySPzA+fwDToZjc</latexit>

Attn
<latexit

sha1_base64="/4mNUSIpvhJiKJg6LGZXhOAbdCA=">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</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="/4mNUSIpvhJiKJg6LGZXhOAbdCA=">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</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="egnIqLrfJ1EzQxZZ0SNazPytcLQ=">AAACaHicbVFdT9swFHXCd/kKG9OE9mJRVQIJVQlDGuIJtIftESQKhaaKHNdprTpOZt8gSmbxH3njB+xlv2LuFyqwK1k695x7r6+P41xwDb7/7Lhz8wuLS8srldW19Y1Nb+vDlc4KRVmDZiJTzZhoJrhkDeAgWDNXjKSxYNdx//tQv75jSvNMXsIgZ+2UdCVPOCVgqch7DFMCvTgpByYKaiGweyjPukyCPjG1qXZvInkwUyhrv6IyzHvc7E3ZW4N/42nSNC/VN2Z/duoJNnKcW+3BToq8ql/3R4Hfg2ACqmgS55H3FHYyWqR2GBVE61bg59AuiQJOBTOVsNAsJ7RPuqxloSQp0+1yZJTBNct0cJIpeyTgETvbUZJU60Ea28rh/vqtNiT/p7UKSI7bJZd5AUzS8UVJITBkeOg67nDFKIiBBYQqbnfFtEcUoWD/pmJNCN4++T24OqwHX+uHF0fV0x8TO5bRF7SL9lCAvqFT9BOdowai6I+z6mw7n5y/rud+dnfGpa4z6fmIXoW7+w9gNbwk</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="4i+DyViXW/kOAcqk6LWzDmXNZQY=">AAACD3icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwRCxCrtR0DIggohFRPOAZAmzk9lkyOyDmbtiXPYPbPwVGwtFbG3t/Bsnmy008cIwh3Pu8zih4ApM89vILSwuLa/kVwtr6xubW8XtnaYKIklZgwYikG2HKCa4zxrAQbB2KBnxHMFazuhsorfumFQ88G9hHDLbIwOfu5wS0FSveNAFdg/xZcB9wFcEmP5uQkJZUk4Vx40fkp5OLJkVMw08D6wMlFAW9V7xq9sPaOTpflQQpTqWGYIdEwmcCpYUupFiesyIDFhHQ594TNlxek+Cy5rpYzeQ+ul9UvZ3RUw8pcaeozM9AkM1q03I/7ROBO6pHXM/jPShdDrIjQSGAE/MwX0uGQUx1oBQyfWumA6JJBS0hQVtgjV78jxoVivWUaV6fVyqnWd25NEe2keHyEInqIYuUB01EEWP6Bm9ojfjyXgx3o2PaWrOyGp20Z8wPn8A07OdLA==</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="TTETAGKaKxlubA/m2Zq7l8IzYTs=">AAACBHicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS3THIaAVbiLgpYBCVhGMB+QhLC3mUuW7O0du3NiPFLY+FdsLBSx9UfY+W/cJFdo4oOBt+/NsDPPiwTX6DjfVmZtfWNzK7ud29nd2z/IHx41dRgrBg0WilC1PapBcAkN5CigHSmggSeg5Y2vZn7rDpTmobzFSQS9gA4l9zmjaKR+vtBFuMekJlk4ADUtzZ+enzxM+8YtOmVnDnuVuCkpkhT1fv6rOwhZHIBEJqjWHdeJsJdQhZwJmOa6sYaIsjEdQsdQSQPQvWR+xNQuGWVg+6EyJdGeq78nEhpoPQk80xlQHOllbyb+53Vi9C97CZdRjCDZ4iM/FjaG9iwRe8AVMBQTQyhT3OxqsxFVlKHJLWdCcJdPXiXNStk9K1duzovVWhpHlhTICTklLrkgVXJN6qRBGHkkz+SVvFlP1ov1bn0sWjNWOnNM/sD6/AHjiJjm</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="YEYXiMPG7y++MoNneQDK7WMmJlE=">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</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="0TwU/RUMUYOkYUoqRUftRLZ12JQ=">AAACBHicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY+5LIaAp7AbBT0GVPAYwTwgWcLspDcZMvtgpleMSw5e/BUvHhTx6kd482+cbPagiQUNNVXdTHe5keAKLevbyK2srq1v5DcLW9s7u3vF/YOWCmPJoMlCEcqOSxUIHkATOQroRBKo7wpou+OLmd++A6l4GNziJALHp8OAe5xR1FK/WOoh3GNyCSwcgJxW0qfrJQ/TvnbLVtVKYS4TOyNlkqHRL371BiGLfQiQCapU17YidBIqkTMB00IvVhBRNqZD6GoaUB+Uk6RHTM2KVgamF0pdAZqp+nsiob5SE9/VnT7FkVr0ZuJ/XjdG79xJeBDFCAGbf+TFwsTQnCViDrgEhmKiCWWS611NNqKSMtS5FXQI9uLJy6RVq9on1drNabl+lcWRJyVyRI6JTc5InVyTBmkSRh7JM3klb8aT8WK8Gx/z1pyRzRySPzA+fwDToZjc</latexit>

<latexit

Joint Latent Space qφ (Z|X, Y)

···
sha1_base64="9pGPaDabNijkWLtd2pluvCo4p5o=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRV0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2sxt2J0Ip/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemApu0PO+ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqGZVpyppUCaU7ITFMcMmayFGwTqoZSULB2uHodua3n5g2XMkHHKcsSMhA8phTglZq9Wik0PTLFa/qzeGuEj8nFcjR6Je/epGiWcIkUkGM6fpeisGEaORUsGmplxmWEjoiA9a1VJKEmWAyv3bqnlklcmOlbUl05+rviQlJjBknoe1MCA7NsjcT//O6GcbXwYTLNEMm6WJRnAkXlTt73Y24ZhTF2BJCNbe3unRINKFoAyrZEPzll1dJq1b1L6q1+8tK/SaPowgncArn4MMV1OEOGtAECo/wDK/w5ijnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/AK+ljzM=</latexit>
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Figure 5. Our Joint-β-cVAE, which models a Joint latent space
across all agents {1, · · · , n} in the scene. The posterior latent distribution qφ (Z|X, Y) factorizes auto-regressively and models the
dependence of zi on {Z<i , X, Y} using an attention mechanism.

is sufficient for rich latent spaces that captures interactions.
We parameterize the prior as a conditional normal distribution, where the mean and variance depends on {Z<i , X}.
The ELBO. As the standard log evidence lower bound
(ELBO) for cVAEs, proposed in [20, 38], experiences several
issues e.g. posterior collapse, we employ the ELBO formulation of β-VAE [17] to improve the representational capacity
of the latent space and more accurately capture the effect of
interactions in dense urban environments. With the formulation of the factorized variational distribution qφ (Z|X, Y) in
Eq. (3) and the joint prior distribution in Eq. (4), the ELBO
is given by (details in the supplemental),
X

Eqφ log(pθ yi |Z≤i , Y<i , X)
log(pθ (Y|X)) ≥
(5)
i
X

−β
DKL qφ (zi |Z<i , X, Y)||pθ (zi |Z<i , X) .
i

Additionally, we find it beneficial to model the observation
noise σ 2 in the posterior distribution over the trajectories
pθ yi |Z≤i , Y<i , X) as recommended in [25]. During training, we alternately optimize both the posterior and the prior
distributions such that the ELBO is maximized [3, 41].
We find in practice that is it sufficient to condition the
decoder pθ (yi |Z≤i , Y<i , X) only on {Z≤i , X}. The rich
latent space of our Joint-β-cVAE already models the effect of
interactions, making it unnecessary to additionally condition
on Y<i for good performance.

5. Experiments

In this section, we 1. Demonstrate the effectiveness of
our Joint-β-cVAE method. 2. Provide additional experimental evidence to better highlight the differences in the
density of interactions between the ego-vehicle and pedestrians(bicyclists) Euro-PVI and current datasets. In order
to address the above points, in addition to Euro-PVI, we
evaluate on nuScenes [6]. We choose nuScenes [6] as it is
significantly larger compared to datasets like ApolloScapes
[26] and more diverse in comparison to Lyft L5 [18], while
possessing similar proximity/acceleration statistics (Fig. 4).
We first evaluate our approach on nuScenes dataset followed
by the evaluation on our proposed Euro-PVI dataset.
Evaluation Metrics. Following [37], we report, 1. Best of
N (FDE): The final (euclidean) displacement error in meters
using the best of N = 20 samples [15, 35, 37]. 2. KDE
NLL: The (mean) negative log-likelihood of the groundtruth
trajectory under the predicted distribution estimated using a
Gaussian kernel [19, 40], computed using the code provided
by [37]. Both these metrics aim to measure the match of
the predicted trajectory distribution to the groundtruth distribution [3, 15, 22]. We provide results with the average
(euclidean) displacement error in the supplemental material.
Implementation Details. We provide additional implementation details e.g. number of layers, hyper-parameters and
code in the supplemental material.

5.1. nuScenes

Following [37], we split the training set into the training
and validation splits. The original validation split is used as
test set. We provide 1 - (upto) 5 secs of observation (historical context) and predict 3 seconds ahead [37]. We compare
our Joint-β-cVAE approach to the following state of the art
models: Social-GAN [15], Sophie [35] and Trajectron++
[37]. Additionally, in order to measure the density and influence of interactions between the ego-vehicle and pedestrians
(bicyclists) on the trajectories in nuScenes (in comparison
to Euro-PVI), we also evaluate the above methods without
modeling ego-vehicle - pedestrians (bicyclists) interactions.
Any significant difference in performance of these models
would indicate the presence of dense ego-vehicle - pedestrian
(bicyclist) interactions.
To illustrate the effectiveness of our Joint-β-cVAE, we
also include two ablations of our Joint-β-cVAE model, 1. A
simple cVAE model and, 2. A β-cVAE model, (neither of
which can model interactions). These ablations are designed
to show the effectiveness of our Joint-β-cVAE model in
capturing interactions in the latent space.
We report results using both the Best of N and KDE NLL
metrics in Table 2. The P-P and P-V columns in Table 2
indicate whether the pedestrian (bicyclist) - pedestrian (bicyclist) and pedestrian( bicyclist) - ego-vehicle interactions are
modeled – using social pooling in case of Social-GAN [15],
the attention mechanism in case of Sophie [35], the scene
graph in case of Trajectron++ [37] and with a shared latent
space in case of our Joint-β-cVAE model. Trajectron++ outperforms both the conditional GAN based Social-GAN and
Sophie models – partly due to the better modeling of interaction with the scene graph compared to Social-GAN and
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Best of N = 20 ↓

Interactions

KDE NLL ↓

P-P

P-V

t + 1 sec

t + 2 sec

t + 3 sec

t + 1 sec

t + 2 sec

t + 3 sec

Social-GAN [15]
Social-GAN [15]

X
X

–
X

0.04
0.04

0.11
0.11

0.21
0.21

-2.78
-2.80

-1.40
-1.41

-0.46
-0.48

Sophie [35]
Sophie [35]

X
X

–
X

0.04
0.04

0.11
0.11

0.21
0.21

-2.59
-2.63

-1.26
-1.27

-0.41
-0.42

Trajectron++ [37]
Trajectron++ [37]

X
X

–
X

0.01
0.01

0.08
0.08

0.15
0.15

-5.55
-5.58

-3.87
-3.96

-2.69
-2.77

cVAE
β-cVAE [17]
Joint-β-cVAE (Ours)
Joint-β-cVAE (Ours)

–
–
X
X

–
–
–
X

0.05
0.01
0.01
0.01

0.12
0.08
0.06
0.06

0.23
0.17
0.13
0.13

-2.51
-6.90
-7.50
-7.55

-1.20
-4.10
-4.53
-4.59

-0.21
-2.41
-2.95
-2.98

Method

Table 2. Evaluation on nuScenes. P-P and P-V: whether pedestrian - pedestrian or pedestrian - ego-vehicle interactions are modeled.
Best of N = 20 ↓

Interactions

KDE NLL ↓

P-P

P-V

t + 1 sec

t + 2 sec

t + 3 sec

t + 1 sec

t + 2 sec

t + 3 sec

Social-GAN [15]
Social-GAN [15]

X
X

–
X

0.14
0.14

0.36
0.35

0.65
0.64

-0.38
-0.41

0.74
0.73

1.55
1.52

Sophie [35]
Sophie [35]

X
X

–
X

0.11
0.11

0.30
0.29

0.58
0.56

-1.53
-1.71

-0.22
-0.31

0.53
0.40

Trajectron++ [37]
Trajectron++ [37]

X
X

–
X

0.09
0.09

0.29
0.28

0.56
0.54

-2.75
-2.81

-0.91
-1.00

0.23
0.15

cVAE
β-cVAE [17]
Joint-β-cVAE (Ours)
Joint-β-cVAE (Ours)

–
–
X
X

–
–
–
X

0.12
0.10
0.09
0.09

0.32
0.30
0.29
0.27

0.60
0.56
0.53
0.51

-1.40
-2.61
-3.69
-3.75

-0.08
-0.78
-1.29
-1.38

0.78
0.31
0.02
-0.05

Joint-β-cVAE + {Camera, Lidar} (Ours)

X

X

0.09

0.27

0.50

-3.78

-1.41

-0.13

Method

Table 3. Evaluation on Euro-PVI. P-P and P-V: whether pedestrian - pedestrian or pedestrian - ego-vehicle interactions are modeled.

Sophie. Also, note that Trajectron++ is built using a cVAE
backbone. Thus, the performance advantage of Trajectron++
also illustrates the effectiveness of cVAE based models in
capturing the distribution of future trajectories. We see that
our Joint-β-cVAE outperforms Trajectron++. Additionally,
our Joint-β-cVAE outperforms both the simple cVAE and
β-cVAE ablations, illustrating that our Joint-β-cVAE model
can effectively model interactions in the latent space. The
performance advantage of our Joint-β-cVAE model over Trajectron++ shows the advantage of a joint latent space that
can model the effect of interactions, in comparison to independent latent spaces which model the effect of interactions
only as an additional condition to the decoder. Finally, across
all models, we see that models which additionally encode
pedestrian (bicyclist) - ego-vehicle interactions in nuScenes
do not show a significant improvement in performance. This
further lends support to the fact that pedestrian (bicyclist) ego-vehicle interactions are sparse in the nuScenes dataset.

5.2. Euro-PVI
We now evaluate the different models for trajectory prediction on our novel Euro-PVI dataset. We use 792 sequences for training, 100 sequences for validation and 185
sequences for testing. The train/val/test splits do not share

pedestrian (bicyclist) instances. As on nuScenes, we compare our Joint-β-cVAE model with the Social-GAN [15],
Sophie [35], Trajectron++ [37] models. We also include the
cVAE and β-cVAE ablations (which cannot model interactions), to establish whether our Joint-β-cVAE approach can
model interactions in the latent space. We follow a similar
evaluation protocol as in nuScenes, where we predict trajectories up to 3 seconds into the future. However, we provide
a shorter observation of 0.5 seconds as quick reactions are
essential in dense traffic scenarios.
We report the results in Table 3. As on nuScenes, we
observe that our Joint-β-cVAE approach outperforms the
competing methods. The performance advantage over Trajectron++ again illustrates the advantage of the joint latent
space over all agents in the scene versus an independent latent space which cannot model the effect of interactions. Our
Joint-β-cVAE outperforms the cVAE and β-cVAE baselines,
which illustrates that our Joint-β-cVAE model can model the
effect of interactions successfully in the latent space. Additionally, the performance gain on Euro-PVI (0.03m, Best of
N = 20) of our Joint-β-cVAE model over Trajectron++ is
larger than in nuScenes. This shows that our Joint-β-cVAE
model can better capture the complex distribution of pedestrians (bicyclists) trajectories in dense urban environments
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Figure 6. Qualitative examples on Euro-PVI. We compare the Best of N = 20 samples for Trajectron++ (red) and our Joint-β-cVAE (blue).

Best of N = 20 ↓
Method
Trajectron++ [37]
Joint-β-cVAE (Ours)

t + 1 sec

t + 2 sec

t + 3 sec

0.10
0.10

0.35
0.33

0.63
0.61

Table 4. Transferring models trained on nuScenes to Euro-PVI.

Transferring Models from nuScenes. Finally, we experiment with transferring the best performing models on
nuScenes i.e. Trajectron++ and our Joint-β-cVAE from

nuScenes

0.6

Euro-PVI
β-cVAE
Joint-β-cVAE (P-P)

0.5

Joint-β-cVAE (P-P,P-V)

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1

Best of N Error (m)

Best of N Error (m)

under the effect of interactions. We further show that performance can be improved by conditioning our Joint-β-cVAE
model on visual features from the camera and lidar (also
see supplemental material). We provide qualitative examples comparing our Joint-β-cVAE model to Trajectron++ in
Fig. 6. We see in Fig. 6 (left) that Trajectron++ incorrectly
predicts that the pedestrian will step onto the road, while our
Joint-β-cVAE correctly predicts that due to the oncoming
ego-vehicle the pedestrian avoids stepping onto the road.
Similarly, in Fig. 6 (middle) our Joint-β-cVAE correctly predicts that the pedestrian quickly crosses the street due to
the oncoming ego-vehicle and in Fig. 6 (right) the bicyclist
merges in front of the ego-vehicle which slows down.
Finally, across all methods, we see the gain in performance (using both the Best of N and KDE NLL metrics)
across methods when pedestrian (bicyclist) - ego-vehicle
(P-V) interactions are modeled in Table 3 is larger than in
nuScenes. This provides further evidence of dense pedestrian(bicyclist) - ego-vehicle interactions in Euro-PVI compared to the sparse interactions in nuScenes. Additionally,
in Fig. 7 we plot the Best of N error of our Joint-β-cVAE
model along with the β-cVAE ablation versus the distance
of the trajectory from the ego-vehicle for both nuScenes and
Euro-PVI. We see that in case of nuScenes, the error does
not depend strongly on distance. This mirrors the results
in Fig. 4 (right) which again suggests that the interactions
between pedestrians and the ego-vehicle are sparse. In contrast, in case of our Euro-PVI dataset, the error is largest
when the distance between the pedestrian (bicyclist) and
the ego-vehicle is smallest i.e. at close encounters. This
again suggests the presence of dense pedestrian (bicyclist) ego-vehicle interactions in Euro-PVI.

0.70

β-cVAE
Joint-β-cVAE (P-P)

0.65

Joint-β-cVAE (P-P,P-V)

0.60
0.55
0.50
0.45

0.0
4

6
8
10
12
14
16
Closest approach to Ego-vehicle (m)

18

4

6
8
10
12
14
16
Closest approach to Ego-vehicle (m)

18

Figure 7. Error sorted by closest approach (proximity) to egovehicle. Higher error in close proximity to the ego-vehicle suggest
dense interactions.

nuScenes (with both P-P,P-V interactions) to Euro-PVI in
Table 4. We observe a considerable drop in performance
in the Best of N error in comparison to the performance
of the models when they are both trained and evaluated on
Euro-PVI (Table 3). This provides additional evidence that
the distribution of trajectories and interaction patterns in
Euro-PVI is significantly different compared to nuScenes.
We provide additional results in the supplemental material.

6. Conclusion and Outlook
We presented Euro-PVI, a new dataset with dense scenarios of vehicle-pedestrian (bicyclist) interaction and their
trajectories to advance the task of future trajectory prediction which is crucial to the development of self-driving vehicles. We investigated the effect of interactions in urban
environments on current state-of-the-art methods for existing
nuScenes dataset which show a notable performance gap on
our Euro-PVI dataset. To address this challenge of modeling
complex interactions, we propose a Joint-β-cVAE approach.
We demonstrate state of the art results both on nuScenes
and on Euro-PVI. The performance advantage of our Jointβ-cVAE on Euro-PVI highlights the effectiveness of our
approach in dense urban scenarios. The key to our success is
a shared latent space between the interacting agents – which
encodes the effect of intersections – in comparison to prior
work which employ conditionally independent latent spaces.
We believe that the Euro-PVI dataset along with Joint-βCVAE approach provide a new important dimension to the
task of future trajectory prediction with dense ego-vehicle pedestrian (bicyclist) interactions.
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